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ABSTRACT

An inherent problem of Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR)
is the visual presence of disocclusions in the rendered views.
This poses a significant challenge when the subjective
assessment of these views is utilised for evaluating the quality of
the depth maps used in the rendering process. Although various
techniques are available to address this challenge, they result in
concealing distortions, which are directly caused by the depth
map imperfections. For the purposes of depth map quality
evaluation, there is a need for an approach that deals with the
presence of disocclusions without having further impact on other
distortions. The aim of this approach is to enable the subjective
assessments of rendered views to provide results, which are
more representative of the quality of the depth map used in the
rendering process.
Index Terms — 3DTV, depth map, disocclusions, mask
replacement, subjective evaluation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The role of depth information within emerging 3D video
applications (such as 3DTV) has increased during recent years.
For example, the effect of the accuracy of a depth map on the
quality of virtually synthesised views is an integral part in
providing good Quality of Experience (QoE) levels, within these
emerging applications. Therefore, the concept of the quality of
depth maps has been subjected to ever increasing scrutiny.
Synthesised virtual (rendered) views are generated through
a Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) process. A major issue
in DIBR is that certain regions of a rendered view may not be
visible within the view used to generate them. This issue is
commonly referred to as “disocclusions”. Such disoccluded
areas are visually prominent when the rendered view is being
extrapolated. In other words, the target rendered view’s location
lies outside the existing camera baseline [1].
Disocclusions (also known as “holes”) have a significant
impact on the subjective assessment of the rendered views. This
impact is of extra importance when the subjective assessment
results are used to evaluate the quality of the depth maps utilised
in the rendering process. The prominent visual presence of the
disocclusions within the rendered view outweighs the presence
of other artefacts resulting from lower quality depth maps. This
causes misrepresentative subjective results; therefore, subjective
assessment of rendered views becomes an ineffective tool for
evaluating the quality of the depth maps used in the rendering
process.
Disocclusions within the rendered view have to be filled
adequately; otherwise, annoying artefacts appear in the

disoccluded regions within the rendered views [2]. Work carried
out towards solving the issue of the disocclusion areas is
extensive, with varying methods in addressing this problem. One
approach to solve the disocclusion issue is the pre-processing of
depth information by applying filtering techniques, so that no
disocclusions occur in the rendered views. Although this method
eliminates the presence of disocclusions in the rendered view, it
also introduces geometrical distortions within those views [3].
Another approach to address the disocclusion issue is
covering those regions with suitable, known image information.
This approach is known as hole filling. Several hole filling
techniques are available, with varying degrees of computational
complexity and different degrees of impact on the quality of the
rendered views [3], [4].
The approaches suggested in the literature to handle the
disocclusion issue also have an impact on the subjective
evaluation of the rendered images. Despite the fact that they are
aimed at addressing the disocclusion problem, they also result in
concealing other artefacts or distortions caused by inaccuracies
in the depth information. In turn, this results in misrepresentative
subjective results, thus rendering subjective assessment
ineffective with respect to evaluating the quality of depth maps
used in the rendering process.
This paper presents a proposed approach targeted at
concealing the disocclusion regions, without impacting the
presence of other distortions and artefacts within the rendered
view. The aim of this approach is to enable the subjective
assessments of rendered views to provide results, which are
more representative of the quality of the depth map used in the
rendering process. The impact of this approach on the subjective
assessment results is examined, utilising well-established
objective measurements. The proposed approach is also applied
within the objective measurement procedure for further
examination.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The
proposed method is described in Section 2. The experimental
setup is explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
experimental results and discussion. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper along with pointers to future work.
2. MASK REPLACEMENT APPROACH
The idea behind the proposed approach revolves around the
replacement of the disocclusion regions with suitable
information, without eliminating or concealing any other
distortions within the rendered view. The identification of the
disocclusion regions is achieved by utilising the occlusion layer
“hole mask” feature present within the MPEG software View
Synthesis Based on Disparity/Depth (ViSBD) version 2.1 [5].
This software has been utilised for both view rendering and hole
filling purposes in this paper.

The generated rendered views are selected to be at the
location of an already existing colour view. The hole mask
generated by the ViSBD software is subsequently used to extract
the corresponding colour information related to the disoccluded
regions from the original view. The extracted colour information
is then used to fill in the disoccluded regions in the targeted
rendered view to generate a masked rendered view [6]. Resulting
masked views were utilised for the assessment purposes. The
mask replacement process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Disocclusions mask replacement process.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The evaluation of this proposed disocclusion replacement
approach includes the assessment of both the hole filled (nonmasked) rendered views and the views generated using the
proposed approach (masked views). The rendered views are
generated utilising, readily available, non-pre-processed depth
maps and compressed versions of these depth maps. The
assessment process involves both subjective and objective
evaluations of image and video stimuli obtained from both
masked and non-masked rendered views. The following
subsections detail the assessment procedure and the dataset
utilised.
3.1 Dataset
Six original Multi-View plus Depth (MVD) sequences (namely:
Band, BMX, Musicians, Poker [7], Act and Parisband [8]), were
considered for the assessment procedure. The selected sequences
cover a range of texture complexities and variable motion content. All the sequences used are of 1920x1080 pixels resolution
and were captured at a frame rate of 25 fps and are 10 seconds in
duration.
The available depth maps for the utilised sequences were
compressed at three different levels. Quantization Parameters
(QPs) were selected at 22, 32 and 42 to include a wide range of
compression levels. The compression mode was set to a constant
QP to maintain a consistent level of quantization errors. The
depth maps were compressed with the H.264/AVC standard,
using the reference software JM (version 15.1) [9].
For rendering purposes, the original depth maps and their
compressed versions were utilised within the ViSBD software
[5]. The rendered views were generated at the locations were
original colour views existed, within the available MVD setup.
All generated views were synthesised in an extrapolation
rendering scenario, i.e. the rendered views were synthesised
using one original colour view and its corresponding depth maps
(original and compressed versions of the depth map). The mask
replacement approach proposed within this paper was then
applied to the resulting rendered views.
The views generated (non-masked views), together with
their equivalent masked versions, were utilised in the video
subjective assessment. Single frames, were extracted from both

the non-masked views and masked versions of the rendered
views, for the purpose of the image subjective assessment.
3.2 Subjective assessment procedure
Once all the dataset preparation steps were implemented,
subjective assessment sessions of all video and image datasets
were carried out. All image and video assessments followed the
same procedure. The test environment and setup confirmed to
the laboratory general viewing conditions as detailed in the ITUR BT.500-13 [10]. Eighteen female/male observers, with ages
ranging between 21 and 41 years old, took part in all of the
subjective assessments.
A total of four subjective assessments were carried out: two
for video (masked and non-masked assessments), similarly two
more sessions were carried out for the image assessment. The
Single Stimulus (SS) method was used for all the test sessions,
with the original sequences at the rendered locations being used
as hidden references. A continuous quality grading scale was
used to record the opinions of the observers.
A 46” JVC Full HD LCD was employed for the purpose of
displaying the test sequences. Test sessions consisted of 35
video/image sequences each. The observers were introduced to
the test environment, voting interface, grading scale and were
presented with a sample of the test sequences (training
sequences). Test sequences in all assessments were displayed in
random order to each observer.
3.3 Objective measurement
As with subjective evaluation both the masked and non-masked
rendered views were objectively evaluated, against the original
views present at the targeted rendering location. The obtained
measurement results are analysed together with the subjective
results in order to obtain an indication of the performance of the
proposed mask replacement approach.
For the purpose of objective evaluation, four of the most
extensively used image/video quality measurement techniques
are utilised within this paper. These techniques are namely: Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Peak Signal to Perceptible Noise
Ratio (PSPNR) [11], Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [12]
and Video Quality Metric (VQM) [13].
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the results of the subjective assessments are
presented, together with the observations drawn from the results.
Correlation with objective measurements is used to provide
further insight into the observations obtained from the subjective
results.
The first stage of the subjective results analysis includes the
calculation of the Mean Opinion Scores (MOS), for each of the
test sequences presented in all of the video and image
assessment sessions. Standard deviation and a 95% confidence
interval were also calculated. Observer screening was applied to
the results to detect the outliers and no observers were rejected.
All the results analysis processes were carried out in accordance
with the calculations outlined in the ITU-R BT.500-13 [10]
Figure 2 shows the MOS results of all subjective
assessments, together with the 95% confidence interval for each
test sequence. The depth maps utilised in rendering were used to
identify the test sequence scores (i.e. Orig. represents the
sequence rendered using the original depth, QP22 is rendered
using the compressed version of the depth map with the QP
value set to 22, and so on).
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Figure 2. Subjective assessment results.

The non-masked video/image subjective assessment results,
shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(c), demonstrate no clear pattern in
the MOS values for either the videos and images rendered using
the different versions of the depth maps. This confirms the fact
that the disocclusion regions within a rendered view - especially
views rendered in the extrapolation scenario - have a more
prominent visual impact on the overall quality of the rendered
view, than other distortions within that view, which are caused
by depth map inaccuracies.
On the other hand, in the masked subjective assessment
results, shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(d), a clearer pattern in the
subjective scores can be noticed. The videos and images
rendered using the highly compressed depth maps, (i.e. depth
maps compressed by setting a high QP value: namely QP32 and
QP42), have been generally penalised by the observers. These
views received a lower MOS value when compared to the views
rendered using the original depth map and the depth map
compressed using a QP value of 22. Although this pattern is
generally observed from both the video and image masked
results, it is more evident when Band, BMX, Musicians and
Poker sequences are specifically considered.
The observation made from both the masked and non-
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masked assessment results, supports the fact that the proposed
mask replacement approach eliminates the prominent effect of
the disocclusion regions within the rendered views. Meanwhile
the proposed approach application does not affect the presence
of distortions and artefacts, caused by depth map inaccuracies.
The observations made from the subjective assessment
results, shown in Figure 2, are further ratified by obtaining the
objective measurements for the rendered views. The objective
measurements employed were PSNR, PSPNR, SSIM and VQM.
At this stage objective measurement was applied conventionally,
i.e. without the application of the proposed mask replacement
approach. The correlation between the non-masked objective
measurements and the subjective assessment results is shown in
Table I.
Table I, confirms the observations made from the subjective
results, this is evident from the higher correlation coefficients
between the masked image/video subjective results and all the
non-masked objective measurements (obtained with no
application of the proposed mask replacement approach).
PSPNR and VQM measurements are Not Available (NA) for the
image case, as these objective metrics are video quality metrics
only.

Table I. Correlation between the objective and subjective results
Mask video
Non-Mask image
Mask image
Mask video
non-mask metric
mask metric
non-mask metric non-mask metric
Correlation Coefficient (CC)
0.5654
0.5564
0.7227
0.7536
0.4599
0.7872
NA
NA
0.381
0.381
0.5021
0.5776
0.4943
0.6835
NA
NA
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
0.1149
0.1147
0.1204
0.1134
0.1225
0.0851
NA
NA
0.12757
0.1276
0.1491
0.1405
0.12
0.1008
NA
NA

Mask image
mask metric
0.776
NA
0.5353
NA
0.1025
NA
0.1373
NA

Furthermore, application of the proposed mask replacement
approach to the utilised objective measurements provides
interesting results. The correlation analysis between the masked
objective measurements and the masked subjective results show
a significant increase in the correlation coefficient between the
masked video results and both the PSPNR and VQM masked
metrics. This can be seen in Table I. (cells highlighted in grey).
It is worth noting that PSPNR and VQM are objective
measurements that account for the temporal quality of a
processed video sequence within their resulting quality score.
This final observation indicates that the impact of the
disocclusion regions on the temporal quality of the rendered
views is greater than its effect on the spatial quality. This is
evident in terms of both the subjective assessment scores and the
objective evaluation.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a mask replacement approach that is
targeted at addressing the visual impact, disocclusion regions
(present within rendered views) have on the subjective
assessment scores. The approach is based on the idea of
replacing the occluded regions within an extrapolated view, with
colour information from an original colour view, which is
present at the location of the extrapolated view. This approach
has enabled the subjective assessment scores of extrapolated
rendered views, to provide an improved representation of the
quality of depth maps used in the rendering process. The
proposed approach has been utilised in both subjective
assessment and objective evaluation of the rendered colour
views.
The experimental results have provided a clear indication
that the proposed mask replacement approach can deliver
improved correlation results. Thus, this proposed approach
should be taken into consideration as a valid tool with respect to
subjectively evaluating the quality of a depth map. This
approach will facilitate a more accurate examination of the
concept of depth map quality.
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